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⛰偤替MeimageDance 

랹㼗于嗞㎧
New Paradise of Silent Island



疒泘癩☮ Synopsis

夷┉䇗烖伺䃿氳侈⠰髪姢껊륕☕绮렲媦⫋䯍鿦轵麕䄜㶾䊮ꀦ烖氳艸⺐麅僘庶㛿⛼ꮷ
氳拇愃憋鵞◚妩⟂乄ⴭ企䄖闭䡗┉牊鋘䞭岒吤㏇夷⠕舧想☕䑐╈
վ랹㼗于嗞㎧տ佭㎜㳄乄諠晤䐂╚稶艸㳄⛰偤替縐䅨䣒鵳⩙幥烖熺䚋氳뇩䇥艸⺐鵂鷪└
䈴⣣⨕氳냖⺐遫糌阁 Dancer榺烖⥾⮽曻⣓⫋㍑塾⮽洡☕鵂鷪儗㎻ꄇ⺐┉芙氳辑庌阁艸縖侈
縡⥾佭烖伺냖냖㏇┕侈縡⹒闭ⴭ䡗⭔☕辑庌踅⺭䊮働杯㕙氳塚꾛☕弪䅸✿氳岡婯䚋⺱侈
⹒僘㵴烖伺氳㼷专냉杯Ⱚ⛼縖㵴亥⪐䑐氳䫔碠⽰舧想㏇㏑乄ⴭ氳嫱庌鷪催狱滭鈶庌氳
ꦗ䚋鹹鑃✃┉⺱鷝颦㏇艸⺐狞ꝴ鲥ꦗ䚋艸駬䣒鵳氳飃杯㴨┪槡䷒㛻䚋㲇냉꿨䘶⥾
狞ꝴ䅸礢✃暐攒氳婢䌋辑庌䚋庌氳ꮠ嗞▉냉杯舧想㛡⩕ⴎ㳋氳乄ⴭⴎ⻢岞ꮠ仼
儗妩锇舧鏥堮傪舧想䮙幤佔⚎✚氳堮傪⫋ⱶ┕重亡畚䌹嗞氳⣓撨럅秅憡✃䅸✿㛡ꄆ氳
釲缅◸
վ랹㼗于嗞㎧տ佭⛰偤替縐䅨諠轱榟尐䌖♓憡⥈氳⛼⿁傾鹹⮽꺝仼儗璢㎜꤂諠轱疒庌
✞鍑㞞弪┘⥪㏇舧想榣榟⪦둜催䅸ꯝ舧想氳乄ⴭ뇄ⱱ颦⺸┪槡艸⺐

In Taiwan, the gods go on parade through the streets each year, accompanied by performances at 

temples and barrages of firecrackers and fireworks. These cultural aspects are deeply ingrained into 

the memories and hearts of Taiwanese people. 

Created by National Award for Arts-winner and reputed choreographer HO Hsiao-mei, the piece 

is full of a sense of mystery and fantasy. Dancers are mounted atop tall platforms (much like in 

traditional puppetry), appearing at different times as idols, dolls, and people. Much like during 

performances of mobile stages at temples, the performers look at times like gods high above the 

audience, while at other times, they come down to us as common mortals. The piece gives off that 

feeling of celebration and being swallowed up in a crowd that characterizes temple events as well 

as a sense of reverence for the gods, manifesting both HO's inner exploration and her concern for 

Taiwanese culture. The piece closes the usual distance between audience and performer as the 

former is welcomed onto the stage into the surreal atmosphere, augmenting the sensual experience 

and the imagination, giving you a unique taste of immersive theater. Also, the music is a good 

representation of Taiwan's cultural inclusiveness, as it includes Japanese folk music, Hoklo music, 



榺逈闌憡րⰪ鵳飃杯㴨䘶⥾냖䣆ց氳舧想稶艸㳄⛰偤替Ⱚ环亥 2010 䇗Ⱚ㎯矀烖㏇嘆炑儔✿䓪
佖艸駬艃釲鈫乄ⴭ氳攒墤겨劲⛰偤替ꝏ僿鈶㴖炙働杯霆免舧想╚孳䡝埡乄ⴭⰪ⛼艃梫
㗟秵㳢䣩鵿⛼⿁䅻僘忈⸂樧♏乄ⴭ瑟谝荈䎷
ꢝ舛ⱱ亥Ⱚ⛼縖⛰偤替⠕☕艸駬釲鈫겨劲氳ꝧ氪Ⱚ⛼╯㛛舅 2011 䇗夷䇗䫠րꆍ䣩
*New Choreographerց銷樔夷䇗♧㛊侈疒鲝䫚舧想亹㛛⨤熕艸縖ր㍑㳄ցⰪ⛼庌2016 䇗
艈鰾ր㵬哆艸縖䄄⛼㏵ց䬠❠舅榺艸縖⩦鞞骰냉鋍穓鐑㏇梫㗟┕礢◀舧想舅榺艸縖䶺䧐艃
㍑긧┾䑐艸駬⛼憡炙働氪绮㓸ⱱ氳┘⺱⺎耈䓪ꣃ箛釨ⱁ㱄꤄艃⢐齟㏑ⶆ䏩榫鐑䦁䶕վ䷹
✃鏂閂杯♏艸տVideo Dance 硎⮛璢䴹㛻艸駬氳炙働䫚銕艃䏆ꮷⱱ
Founded in 2010 by Taiwanese choreographer HO Hsiao-mei, a renowned expert in creating 

surreal images, MeimageDance's works feature a strong visual and cultural style. Since 2011, 

MeimageDance has started the program "New Choreographer Project," inviting prominent 

choreographers who live and travel abroad back home to create, to perform, and to share their 

adventurous experiences. Positioned as the "cradle for dancers," MeimageDance continues offering 

chances for outstanding dancers. The project hopes to nurture talented choreographers who have 

both international perspectives and local characteristics, and to carry forward the promotion and 

preservation of artistic education.

⛰偤替MeimageDance

songs by local rock legend Wu Bai, and occasional embellishments of Western orchestral music. In 

all, it is a cornucopia of varied audio-visual stimulation.

Looking at her whole career, New Paradise of Silent Island is the piece HO is most proud of. It has 

been invited to international art festivals in Hong Kong and Japan, receiving high acclaim with each 

performance. So while resonating with Taiwanese audiences, it has also served as a vehicle to bring 

the charm of Taiwanese culture abroad.



载塡揩疒泘稘┕ゖⷑ
Weiwuying Online Questionnaire

諠轱竭泃稶艸㳄  |  ⛰偤替
邯⛼걚ゖ  |  冷✞ꋲ
邯  ⛼  ☕  |  咈保䑐
㓵车邯⛼  |  랊栧蓧
辑庌䧘㵷  |  鼲Ⲥ硟
䪶穓䧘㵷  |  ꢷ佖䛗
庌    縖  |  ⛸䋧㱴䍗㎜ꭘ錊㾙韻⧘朦⛰◼⧘䏹杚㇚兊髭齯栧ꨁ匜屻ㅈ⻱栋菒䍗ꪙ㲐ꢷ佖䛗
☾䥽ヨ⺌㎯庌㜱㳄  |  䏹磇㇚詫⩡事겨嗞䣆
掸⩞錄銷  |  傶㱨䑈
掸⩞錄銷Ⲃ杼  |  䍗ꮧ菜
僜遫錄銷  |  傾㛿⛫錊為㇚ꄆ邯⛸䤖⡉ꄆ邯
僜遫錄銷Ⲃ杼  |  ꑈ乄㼇
ꮠ嗞錄銷  |  ꢷ䬴龢㲐譖⠙䅒䚂嫧ꄆ邯
鷻錄銷  |  塠ꄅ颛叝詮榟妩⟂⥉諠ⱉ㎯
艸⺐泃涎  |  ꢷ塜虓
艸⺐泃涎Ⲃ杼  |  褝❤伞
䏆⥾㓵车㎯꣣  |  咈傁焯⻱㲅髲兊沠┴ⴎ伺蒥氫髲嶏
Artistic Director and Choreographer  |  HO Hsiao-mei 

Producer Consultant  |  LIN Chia-feng

Producer  |  YANG Chih-hsin

Project Coordination  |  HUANG Ying-ru

Acting Coach  |  KUO Jing-hong

Rehearsal Director  |  CHEN Ying-chih

Performers  |  YU Chein-hung, CHANG Kuo-wei, HSU Chen-wei, LAI Yi-shan, HO Ting-i, HSU Pei-jia, LI Chun, TSOU Ying-lin, 

                           LINANG Ching-yu, WU Ying-fang, CHANG Ching-i, CHEN Ying-chih

TLBE Brass Musician  |  HSU Shao-chia (Saxophone)

Lighting Design  |  TSAO An-huei

Lighting Design Assistant  |  CHANG Shao-yun

Costume Design  |  ZENG Tien-yu, HSU Yu-chia(Reproduce), YU Cheng-zong(Reproduce)

Costume Design Assistant  |  CHUNG Wen-feng

Music Design  |  CHEN Yang, Betty Apple(Reproduce)

Prop Design  |  Hozen Plan Co., LTD, Shin sheng Opera Troupe

Stage Manager  |  CHEN Cheng-hua

Assistant Stage Manager  |  TSAI I-yun

Post-Production Crew  |  YANG Yao-jhen, Marbo WU, Y.C. LEE, Claire PAO, Eric HA

庌倧邯⛼㎯꣣  Artistic and Production Team


